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Client: Lillian Osborne High School

Location: Edmonton, AB

Market: Education

Tech Talk

Genesis Integration’s solution to the project specifications included communications cabling, Bogen integrated communication and clock systems, cable television cabling, TOA gymnasium sound system, classroom amplification, DSC/Kantech access control and DSC intrusion detection.

The Challenge

Lillian Osborne High School was the first new Edmonton High School construction project in 25 years. Prior to opening its’ doors, Genesis Integration was tasked with providing a wide range of integrated communications, security and audio solution for the new school.

The challenge for Genesis was to meet the demands of a modern high school with full service systems to accommodate the needs of a 1000+ student campus.

The Result

As with any project of this magnitude there were issues along the way but Genesis never broke stride and the overall goal of delivering a quality integrated solution in a timely manner was accomplished.

Situated in Edmonton’s southwest Terwillegar community, Lillian Osborne has become a highly sought-after destination for students since opening its’ doors and Genesis is extremely proud to have been a part of bringing this beautiful educational facility to the residents of Edmonton.